Over 3 billion years ago, cellular life began anaerobically. A new study now establishes a key link between oxidative stress and proliferation of wall-less bacteria known as L-forms. The finding provides insights into both the origin of life and the potential threat posed by pathogenic L-forms.
The origin of life is perhaps the most fascinating, and almost certainly the most elusive, topic in biology. One unifying hypothesis, which is well accepted among evolutionary biologists, is that bacteria represent the most primitive lineage of the three domains of life. Virtually all modern-day bacteria are enclosed by one or two lipid membranes and a mesh-like sac of sugar moieties covalently cross-linked by polypeptides, known as peptidoglycan. The peptidoglycan protects the cell from bursting due to osmotic pressure, while providing dynamic stability for overall cell morphology. However, this was not always the case. Early cellular life was likely devoid of peptidoglycan. Interestingly, modern-day bacteria from many different phyla are capable of reverting to this wall-less ancestral form, known as the L-form. In clinical settings, L-form pathogens may represent a challenge to healthcare providers as they can resist therapeutic intervention with antibiotics that target the cell wall. In this issue of Current Biology, Yoshikazu Kawai, Jeff Errington and colleagues [1] demonstrate that bacteria propagate as L-forms by reducing endogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS). Here, we discuss this finding in the context of cellular evolution and the potential implications for bacterial pathogenesis.
Bacteria represent excellent models for studying the basic principles of cellular life. Model bacteria are genetically tractable, grow rapidly, and are generally simpler than eukaryotes. However, over the course of time, bacteria have evolved elaborate mechanisms to coordinate cell elongation and cytokinesis with DNA replication and segregation. Primitive bacterial ancestors were not thought to possess such sophisticated machineries. In fact, the molecular machines dedicated to complex intracellular processes are not shared by Bacteria, Archaea or Eukaryota [2] , suggesting that these systems evolved independently. Rather, the commonality between all cellular lives involves the general maintenance of the cell, including the cell envelope and lipid metabolism, in addition to fatty acid and nucleic acid biosynthesis [3] . With this in mind, a reductionist approach to understanding the basis of life would be to strip the cell of acquired traits and focus on the fundamentals.
If one were to consider the primary basis of cellular life, two major requirements need to be satisfied. First, compartmentalization is needed to define individuality and to contain essential components in a confined and environmentally stable space. Second, proliferation demands that progenitor cells grow and divide, while ensuring compartment integrity in subsequent generations. It is believed that prior to cellularization, 'protocells' were responsible for the transition from inanimate material to living entities ( Figure 1 ) [4] . In the lab, protocells are self-assembling liposomes that contain nucleic acids and other biomolecules. Under various conditions (solvent evaporation or pH alteration, for instance), protocells are capable of mimicking many of the traits we use today to define life: growth, division and Darwinian evolution [5, 6] . In protocells, complex macromolecular machines do not govern division events. Instead, growth and division occur through unprompted membrane alterations that cause budding, blebbing, and fission/scissionlike processes, all of which are instigated by the chemical and physical nature of the vesicle [7] . A critical requirement for protocell proliferation is a constant supply of lipid ( Figure 1 ) [8] , a biomolecule that predates cellularization [9] .
Evolved bacteria divide through a well-orchestrated process that involves the GTPase FtsZ. Monomers of FtsZ assemble into a cytoskeletal structure, which together with accessory proteins mediates cell division. Removing peptidoglycan, and thus returning the bacteria to a more primitive state, alleviates the requirement for FtsZ-dependent division [10] . Cytokinesis of L-form bacteria in a ftsZ deletion mutant resembles that of protocell division, occurring through erratic scission events. This correlation is compounded by the discovery that the production of endogenous membrane precursors is sufficient to drive the expansion of L-form populations, regardless of bacterial lineage [11, 12] . In the study presented in this issue, Kawai et al. [1] reveal that yet another factor impacts L-form growth -oxygen. They determined that L-form proliferation is permitted thanks to a mutation that disrupts a key enzyme in the synthesis of proteins involved in the electron transport chain system. Bypassing this system effectively reduces the amount of ROS in the cell. Subsequent experiments determined that no genetic alterations are necessary to allow L-form growth when bacteria are cultured under oxygen-depleted conditions. Efforts to culture L-form bacteria started 60 years ago, and yielded a variety of protocols often tailored to specific lineages (see [13] for a review). However, when we closely inspect these culture methods, we find two striking common characteristics: animal serum and anaerobic conditions. Serum is a notorious supplement of bacterial culture media as it acts as an excellent source of fatty acids. Thus, endogenous membrane synthesis may not be required if exogenous fatty acids are present, a condition necessary for protocell propagation (Figure 1 ). Lipids and anaerobic growth not only provide a direct link between L-form bacteria and primordial cellular life, but also provide a glimpse of a pre-biotic planet. During the Hadean and Archaean eons, 4.5 to 2.5 billion years ago, the Earth's atmosphere was virtually devoid of oxygen (Figure 1) . Instead, the atmosphere was composed primarily of CO 2 [14] . Assuming that cellular life The basic molecules that spawned cellular life (squares and triangles) must have assembled under anaerobic conditions (blue box). Cellularization was likely facilitated by exogenously available lipids, yielding protocells. The insurgence of cyanobacteria and photosynthetic life provided the atmospheric O 2 we live with today (green box). Prior to or during this transition, bacteria arose as organisms containing peptidoglycan (thick black border). Therapeutic and/or eukaryotic immune pressures may have led to the selection of a subpopulation of bacteria without a cell wall, known as L-forms. For L-form proliferation to occur, at least two things must happen: ROS in the cell must decrease and lipid availability must increase. This can be achieved in two ways: either environmentally, by providing anaerobic conditions and a supply of lipids; or genetically, through mutations that augment lipid synthesis, reduce the production of endogenous ROS and induce the oxidative stress response. The former is reminiscent of protocell growth and division.
started on our planet, it would have had to emerge anaerobically. L-forms are not just engineered in the lab. They have been isolated from humans and other animals, and can cause disease. Where do these naturally occurring L-forms come from? It is possible that modern medicine has facilitated their emergence. b-lactam and glycopeptide antibiotics have been extensively administered in a wide variety of scenarios to both treat and prevent bacterial growth. These antibiotics target peptidoglycan synthesis. L-forms lack this target molecule, making them naturally resistant. Furthermore, the lack of peptidoglycan also allows L-forms to more easily evade detection from immune cells, since peptidoglycan is a major activator of the innate immune response [15, 16] .
The findings from Kawai et al. [1] reveal another possible selective advantage for L-form proliferation in the human host. The authors show that L-form formation is associated with mutations that downregulate endogenous ROS production and increase the synthesis of proteins dedicated to combating oxidative stress (Figure 1 ). Bacterial pathogens are often challenged by host-derived ROS. For instance, pathogens must combat the oxidative burst of activated neutrophils and, if encapsulated by phagosomes, they must resist being bombarded by various forms of ROS. L-form bacteria are naturally poised to avoid these challenges. Their low endogenous ROS production and their heightened oxidative stress response prime them to combat ROS-mediated killing by the host cells. Thus, stripping the peptidoglycan wall is associated with benefits that L-forms can exploit to survive in the stressful environment of the host. Perhaps evolution teaches us that sometimes the best approach forward is taking a step backward.
